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Campbell Harvey

the manager’s skill and
strategy, or random luck.
And vice versa, when a
manager performs badly,
it can be dif�cult to pin-
point whether it was due
to lack of skill, or simply
bad luck.

Another factor that is
commonly
misunderstood in
�nance is risk.
Understanding the
differences between risk,
volatility, and skew is
essential to developing a well-performing trading strategy.

Campbell Harvey studies these phenomena. He is a �nance
professor at Duke university, and research associate with the
National Bureau of Economic Research in Massachusetts. His
research papers on these subjects have been published in
many scienti�c journals.

In this episode, Campbell Harvey and Michael Covel discuss
risk tolerance, evaluating trading strategies, Harry Markowitz’
classic paper on portfolio selection, and the importance of
differentiating between volatility and skew.

In this episode of Trend Following Radio:

Survivorship bias, and not being fooled by randomness
Why people with higher risk tolerance experience much
higher upsides
Understanding process vs. outcome
The difference between volatility and skew
The importance of recognizing that asset returns are
rarely “normally distributed”
When it is appropriate to apply a general framework,
and when it is not
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‹ Another Rave of My Interview with Ed Seykota

When Will Your “A-ha” Moment Be?  ›

The Sharpe ratio – is it always relevant?
Harry Markowitz, Jim Simons, and Nassim Taleb

“These people that are taking a lot of risk, with enough
luck, will rise to the top. The person that is risk-averse is
stuck in the middle” – Campbell Harvey

Mentions & Resources:

“Evaluating Trading Strategies” paper by Campbell
Harvey
“Managerial Attitudes and Corporate Actions” paper by
Campbell Harvey on risk tolerance in CEOs
A list Campbell Harvey’s research papers
Harry Markowitz’ nobel prize winning paper on
selecting and optimizing portfolio
Harry Markowitz interview with Michael Covel

Rate and Review Trend Following Radio on iTunes

Want a FREE trend following DVD? Get it here.

Get the foundation to making money in up, down and
*surprise markets on the Trend Following mailing list.

Have a question or comment about this episode? Post it
below.
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Pure Momentum Performance for June, 2015 | The
Systematic Trader says:
July 4, 2015 at 9:30 am

[...] you like listening to investing-realted podcasts, this one
in which Michael Covel speaks to �nance professor
Campbell Harvey is [...]
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